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Luxury Market Review 
By Dennis DesRosiers 
 
For quite some time I’ve prepared a short year-end review of the luxury market in Canada. This 
has been quite in demand by the OEMs especially since the Luxury market in Canada has 
grown at a record pace over the last thirty years and 2016 was no exception. Sales reached a 
record 216,767 vehicles and 11.1 percent of the total market. Still well below the market share 
in the US ( about 18 percent of their market is luxury ) but a new market share and volume 
record for Canada none the less. I started this process back in 1990 when the luxury market 
was only 39K units and 3.1 percent of the total market. In the following decade (2000) its share 
almost doubled to 5.9 percent and 91K units. By 2010 its share had increased to 9.0 percent 
and 143K units. And the last two years it exceeded 200K units per year and for the first time 
reached 11.1 percent of the Canadian market. 
 
I also found it interesting that luxury light trucks now dominate sales. Believe it or not in 1990 
there were only 65 luxury light trucks bought by Canadians. By 2010 passenger cars fell below 
50 percent of the luxury market and last year they dropped to only 40.0 percent of the luxury 
market. All luxury light trucks are sport utility vehicles which will be profiled in more detail below. 
The passenger car side of the market actually was down last year by 4.8 percent. Luxury light 
trucks grew by 16.0 percent last year and now account for 60.0 percent of the overall luxury 
market. 
 

 
 
There is a long list of reasons why luxury vehicles have been the fastest growing segment of the 
Canadian market. It is hard to rank order them but they include: 
 
• Demographics … Canada has one of the highest percentages in World of baby boomers … 

they are retiring in record numbers … they have worked hard and for the most part created 
substantial wealth … they are healthier and living longer (the average age expectancy of a 
male is now about 85 years and a female about 90 years ) and thus are living a very active 
life style. Some would also say that they are the baby sitter generation in that Gen one and 
Millennials are very dependent on their parents taking care of their children given the lack of 
day-care facilities etc. This demographic has formed the core buyer of luxury vehicles as 
they “treat” themselves to the pleasures of owning a fine automobile. 
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• Product, product and product …. The luxury marques have significantly widened their 
product offerings. As mentioned above they have a number of SUV’s in their line-up which 
plays to the “activity” side of the owner base’s lifestyle but the OEMs have also gone down 
market and have a number of “C” size vehicle offerings which are very affordable. Indeed it 
is common to see luxury vehicles marketed head to head to mass market vehicles on a price 
comparison basis. 

 
• This might seem like an odd factor but the growth of used vehicle imports has also 

contributed to the growth in their popularity. The US luxury market is more than 20 times the 
size in volume of the Canadian luxury market and with economies of scale US pricing in 
many cases has been lower than Canadian pricing for similar vehicles. When the dollar is in 
the par range thousand ( indeed tens of thousands ) of luxury vehicles were imported into 
Canada. Some may believe this hurt luxury vehicle sales in Canada since many of these 
imports displaced a new vehicle sale. There is truth to that and it is one of the reasons the 
luxury market was relatively flat four to six years ago. But the upside is that these imports 
also created a substantial class of luxury owners in this market that may not have otherwise 
been able to afford this level of vehicle. Now that they own a luxury vehicle most are 
unwilling to move back to a mass market vehicle. With a low dollar imports are less 
affordable so many of these owners are embracing a new luxury vehicle. 

 
• Luxury vehicles are very well built, have the highest survival rates of all vehicles, are well 

maintained and thus have a very vibrant used vehicle market as they age. This also allows 
easier access to a luxury vehicle for many consumers and keeps the interest levels higher 
which is obviously good for new vehicle sales. 

 
• Luxury vehicle owners also embrace and indeed demand the latest and greatest 

technology offerings by their OEMs. The luxury OEMs are thus introducing into their current 
models many of the technologies being developed for autonomous vehicles and the 
technologies being developed to meet the ultra-fuel efficiency targets related to climate 
change regulations. This also keeps interest in luxury vehicles high. 

 
Not only has there been a significant car – truck shift in the luxury market but there also has 
been a significant difference in the growth of the various luxury vehicle segments. There was a 
day when high luxury passenger cars like the BMW 7-Series, the Audi A-8 and the Mercedes-
Benz S-Class accounted for over 40 percent of luxury vehicle sales. Now they account for 5.9 
percent of sales.  
 
Large luxury SUV’s sold almost 19 thousand units in 2016 out-selling high luxury cars by six 
thousand units. And last year compact luxury SUV’s overtook mid-sized luxury cars ( C-Class, 
3-Series and A-4 ) as the best-selling luxury vehicles in Canada and intermediate sized luxury 
SUV will likely be the second largest luxury segment in 2017 as passenger car segments 
continue to decline relative to SUV segments. 
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Just the growth in the number of luxury vehicles on the road should sustain a healthy luxury 
market for quite some time. The number of luxury vehicles on the road in Canada has increased 
from only 710K units in 1990 to 2.5 million in 2016 ( and it took only 25 years ) and is forecast to 
grow to over 3.2 million units buy the end of the decade and over 4.1 million by 2025.  
 
Luxury owners trade their vehicle at a faster pace than mass market owners so somewhere 
around 9 ish percent of them will buy a new vehicle each year. This means that the luxury 
market for new vehicles will approach 300K by 2020 and will be over 350K by 2025. Our theory 
is that once a consumer owns a luxury vehicle it is hard for the consumer to go back to a mass 
market vehicle. Some obviously do but a very high percentage stay in that class of vehicle. And 
some consumers each year move up to a luxury marque so not only is there very high 
replacement demand but conquest demand also is growing as a result of the factors discussed 
earlier. These factors point to a very robust demand for luxury vehicles for a very long time. 
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The luxury market has developed into distinctive tiers with Mercedes-Benz and BMW forming 
the top tier. Both sell in the 40K units range with MB exceeding 40K in 2016. This was the first 
time that any brand reached this level. ( Note: a number of these brands sell non-luxury vehicles 
… smart and mini for instance … and these have been excluded from their totals. ). BMW and 
MB became the dominant players more than two decades ago and have competed for “best-
selling” luxury brand for quite some time. MB has held the title for the last three years while 
BMW held the title for a number of years before then.  The second tier is a full 10K units lower in 
sales than the first tier and is led by Audi with 30K units in 2016. Lexus and Acura are also 
considered second tier players with 22.5K and 20.2K unit sales respectively. The third tier is a 
full 8K units lower than the second tier with both Cadillac and Infiniti selling about 12K units in 
2016. Land Rover leads the fourth tier with 9K sales with Lincoln closely behind with 8K sales.  
 
It is also hard for brands to move up to a higher tier as the strongest players continue to 
dominate. Audi for instance has doubled sales the last seven years but is still well behind both 
MB and BMW. Cadillac doubled sales between the year 2012  and today but has not moved to 
a higher tier. In the mass market success or failure in the market almost always comes down to 
product, product and product. The product in the luxury market almost without exception is quite 
spectacular so it is very hard for any brand to introduce a new vehicles that can dominate a sub-
segment and help them move up to a higher tier. In addition, in the luxury market product is 
critical, but consumers ranks ‘in-dealer’ experience as almost equally important. They expect 
spectacular stores as well. Top of the line luxury stores are very capital intensive and lower 
tiered brands ( not all but most ) struggle supporting the investment required for this level of 
image program. Cadillac and Lincoln for decades were duelled with their mass market cousins. 
To break out these brands into stand-alone operations is very capital intensive and most dealers 
just cannot support this level of investment given their sales volume. Both brands have done a 
good job distinguishing their luxury brand from their mass market brand at the dealer level but 
most of their luxury stores still fall far short of the dealer experience of the players in the top two 
tiers. One quickly gets into a circular argument. One can’t grow sales without investing heavily 
in an image program but with low sales it is very difficult to image stores. Without highly imaged 
stores sales don’t grow. 
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And a small piece of trivia … which brand led the luxury market in 1990? … Volvo was the 
number one luxury brand in Canada in the late 80’s through to 1990 when both Cadillac and 
Oldsmobile finally outsold them. 
 

 
 
 
With the dominance of the top three German brands ( MB, BMW and Audi ) and Porsche within 
its niche the European brands account for over 60 percent of the luxury market in Canada. I 
believe they also are the dominant players in most other markets around the world. The 
Japanese brands increased their share to 32 percent in the year 2000 but has since fallen back 
to a high 20 share position fairly consistently taking 26 to 28 percent of the market. Detroit 
brands have fallen from about 40 percent of the market to only about 10 percent of the market in 
recent years. Korean brands starting sell luxury vehicles in the year 2000 but have not made 
any appreciable in-roads into the market and indeed their sales were down by 23 percent last 
year. In the mass market the Korean brands have played the ‘value for money’ card with great 
success. In the luxury market this is less effective. They still have a substantial way to go from a 
product perspective and their isn’t a Korean dealer in Canada with the image required to be 
successful in the luxury market. 
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With all the sales success over the last number of years it is not surprising that most brands 
have responded by adding a number of stores. Unfortunately we do not have available historical 
Lincoln and Cadillac store counts but overall luxury store counts have grown quite significantly. 
Any particular brand only adds a store or two per year but collectively luxury brands have added 
75 stores since the year 2000 and this is despite Volvo closing 8 stores. Infiniti has added the 
most stores with 18 followed by Lexus and BMW with 16 stores each. Given the growth 
expected in the market we believe there is considerable room to add more stores in most 
markets across Canada and expect to see numerous open point announcements in the coming 
years. Despite moving up to be the strong number one seller of luxury vehicles in Canada, 
Mercedes-Benz has actually been quite conservative when it comes to adding stores. They 
have added only 6 since the turn of the century. Indeed most brands have been quite 
conservative with their approach to opening new open point stores especially given a 
quadrupling in the size of the market over the last 20 years.. Lexus and Infiniti are newer brands 
so we would expect them to be aggressively increasing distribution. Only BMW has been 
aggressive with new open point stores within long term established brands. 
 

 
 
The combination of strong sales together with a conservative approach to the opening of new 
open points has resulted in significant increase in sales per dealer across almost all brands. 
BMW has the highest sales per store at 792 new units per store and this was despite being one 
of more aggressive OEMs with their dealer development programs. ( within each brand these 
exclude their mass market vehicles like Sprinter vans and smart cars at Mercedes-Benz and 
Mini at BMW ). Mercedes-Benz is second with 711 units per store and Audi is third with 679 
units per store. Audi has also seen the highest increase in sales per store growing by 512 units 
per store since the year 2000 but almost all luxury brands have seen significant growth in their 
sales per store. 
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One of the most important metrics for dealers is the units in operation counts per store. It is 
important because the highest margin element of their business is their fixed operations 
departments ( parts, service, accessories and collision ) and revenue in these departments are 
directly proportional to the number of vehicles in each dealer’s area of responsibility. UIO counts 
per dealer have increased from less than 3k per dealer in the year 2000 to close to 7K per 
dealer in 2016. With increases in repair costs per vehicles this has exploded the fixed 
operations opportunity for luxury dealers. In the year 2000 the average fixed operation market 
per dealer was only $3.4 million, by 2016 this had mushroomed to $14.5 million per dealer. And 
these numbers are a little deceiving in that there is a very significant difference between larger 
stores and smaller stores. A larger store might have a market twice or more the size of these 
averages and smaller dealers would be the opposite.  
 
It is also important to note that this is not the level of fixed operation’s revenue per dealer but 
the size of the market per dealer. Dealers rarely get more than half of the market and many 
have much less than this penetration of the market. The implications of this growth are 
important. First, this means that luxury dealers are likely to be very profitable over the coming 
decade as the fixed operation’s opportunity continues to grow. Second, it also means that 
service bay capacity is currently stretched to the limit in a number of these stores which means 
that dealers need to significantly increase their bay capacity or they will lose out on this 
opportunity. Third, along with our luxury forecast for new vehicles it also supports the need for 
more open point dealers to be appointed across Canada. There is no way existing dealers can 
adequately fulfil the demand for aftermarket parts and service for the current fleet of luxury 
vehicles on the road let alone the number that will need to be maintained by the end of the 
decade. 
 

 
 
The primary reason that the fixed operation opportunity is so substantial is the growth in units in 
operation. Of course, the growth in new sales is at the root of this but there are two other 
important elements to the growth in units in operation in the luxury brands. First, we still are 
importing some luxury vehicles from the US. We don’t have actual numbers and they are down 
from previous peaks but luxury buyers are very sophisticated and some will go to great lengths 
to find the vehicle they desire including shopping in the US. Most imports are used vehicles and 
depending on the value of the dollars used luxury imports could be substantial. A second reason 
is the simple fact that luxury vehicles have the best survival rates of any in the market. This is 
not just because they are well built which obviously is important. But they also are owned by 
wealthier consumers who properly maintain them which helps their survival. Many are also 
driven less than mass market vehicles although this is not always the case. And finally many 
become classics and thus remain on the road for a very long time. 
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Some 95 plus percent of luxury sports cars like Porsche’s etc. are still on the road after 20 years 
of usage compared to only 18 percent of all vehicles. Less than ten percent of all vehicles 
survive 25 years while 21.8 percent of small luxury passenger cars, 24.7 percent of high luxury 
passenger cars ,58.6 percent of luxury sport cars and 22.4 percent of luxury SUV’s survive 25 
years of operation. This results in a very significant opportunity for the aftermarket related to 
these vehicles. The aftermarket just for luxury vehicles in 2016 was some $5.2 billion dollars 
and is growing by almost 10 percent per year. 
 

 
 
High survival rates together with healthy new vehicle sales also mean that the market for used 
luxury vehicles will also be healthy for quite some time and could grow faster than the market for 
new luxury vehicles. In many respects the entry level vehicle in the luxury market is more likely 
to be used than new especially with record levels of units in operation and thus a record level of 
supply for luxury vehicles. As consumers renew their luxury vehicle with a new vehicle they 
obviously need to sell their used vehicle. Because they are so well built and maintained they 
become valuable products from a consumer perspective unlike many older mass market 
vehicles that are simply scrapped as they  get older. Thus there is a very vibrant market for 
older used luxury vehicles. We do not have exact numbers for used luxury sales but they would 
approach twice the market size of new luxury vehicles.  We estimate the market to be in the mid 
400K range currently and this market should grow to the mid to high 500K range over the next 
five years. 
 
Different brands dominate each segment of the luxury market so we conclude by profiling each 
sub-segment separately. 
 
Compact luxury passenger cars.  First sold by Acura in 1996 compact luxury passenger cars 
now sell 15K units per year growing by low single digits. Mercedes-Benz is the number one 
seller within this segment with 6,611 units in 2016. Audi is second in this segment with 3,795 
units. 
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Mid-sized luxury passenger cars. Traditionally the largest luxury segment with iconic models 
like the 3-Series, C-Class and A-4 this segment has started to fall off in the face of the growth in 
luxury sport utility vehicles with almost all brands seeing declining sales in 2016. BMW is the 
number one seller in this segment with 12,217 units followed by Mercedes-Benz with 9,954 
units. Audi is a strong number three player with 7,647 sales. 
 

 
 
High Luxury Passenger Cars. Historically these vehicles represented the ultimate in vehicle 
ownership. SUV’s have replaced their status with many consumers but included in this segment 
are a number of what we call “Prestige” luxury cars like the Porsche Panamera and these are 
generally considered to be the ultimate vehicle to own. Overall, high luxury sales have declined 
from a peak of over 25K in the year to 2000 and are now less than 13K units with Mercedes-
Benz holding the top sales spot with 4,002 units and BMW in second place with 3,168 
units.  Prestige luxury continues to show some modest growth and now sell over 3 thousand 
units per year and account for almost a quarter of high luxury passenger car sales. 
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Luxury sports Cars. Perhaps the most iconic luxury segment and one with some of the most 
recognized models ever sold.  This segment continues to hold its own in a market with high 
insurance rates and a focus on climate change. Unfortunately we do not have Tesla sales 
numbers so we are missing one of the important players in this segment. ( we estimate that 
Tesla sold less than a thousand units in Canada last year ) Chevrolet with the Corvette is the 
number one seller in this segment followed by Porsche. The segment although very small has 
shown strong growth over the last five years. 
 

 
 
Compact Luxury Sport Utility. One of the new kids on the block. Sales for the first time were 
higher than compact luxury car sales and this segment now is the largest luxury segment in 
Canada. Land Rover was first in this segment a couple of decades ago. Last year consumers 
bought a record 60,875 units with Audi the number one seller at 12,173 units. BMW was a close 
second with 11,858 units. 
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Intermediate Luxury Sport Utility. Land Rover was again the first marketer of this size of 
luxury sport utility but in the mid 1990’s, Lexus and Mercedes-Benz were the first brands to 
reach any significant volumes. Lexus remains the number one seller of vehicles in this segment 
with 9,446 units in 2016 followed by BMW with 8,120 units. Mercedes-Benz has fallen to third 
place with 7,281 units sold. Jaguar was the latest entrant in the SUV market with a little over a 
thousand units sold in 2016. The Intermediate Luxury Sport Utility Vehicle segment is now the 
third largest luxury segment in Canada and with sales of luxury passenger cars declining will be 
the second largest segment in 2017. 
 

 
 
Large Luxury Sport Utility. The Lincoln Navigator was the first large luxury SUV sold in 
Canada (1997). Cadillac now leads the segment with 5,624 vehicles sold followed closely by 
Infiniti with 5,301 units sold. This is actually the fastest growing luxury segment in Canada and 
indeed is growing faster than any mass market segment with growth of 59.9 percent last year. 
There are only six OEMs in this segment and is small compared to some of the other luxury 
segments but it is the hottest luxury segment in Canada. 
 

 
 


